Narva XVI International Student Research Conference

Programme

Day 1: Thursday, April 21

10.00 OPENING THE CONFERENCE

10.15 PLENARY SESSION 1
Chair: Laszló Kövecses, room 100
The possibility of multiple perspectives in history textbooks of Estonian schools, Merit Rickberg, University of Tartu
Teenage slang in the English teen magazines: sociolinguistic features and methods of translation into Russian language, Ekaterina Tiupova, Herzen State Pedagogical University
A journalist’s radio talk to an audience of children, Alena Podviazkina, St Peterburg State University
Peculiarities of expressive means’ rendering in the English-Russian translation of political texts, Anna Ivchenko, Pskov State University

12.00 LUNCH AT THE COLLEGE CAFETERIA

13.00 PARALLEL SECTION 1
Philology and Culture
Chair: Laura Jamsja, room 322a
Societal Factors influencing the formation of Human Psyche according to "A Rose for Emily" by William Faulkner, Tamar Lagurashvili, University of Tartu
Identity narratives of unity in Rublev’s Trinity, Wanqiu Sarah Cai, University of Tartu
Comparative analysis of the expression of politeness in the Korean and English languages, Lidia Melnyk, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
Estonian and Russian Pagan identity - local or national?, Laszló Kövecses, University of Tartu

13.00 PARALLEL SECTION 2
Russian Language and Culture (in RUS)
Chair: Aleksandra Babenko, room 322b
Virtual expedition as a method for saving field materials, Sergei Sidorov, University of Tartu
World of the Caucasus in the poetic expressions of Pushkin and Lermontov, Vadim Sychev, Novgorod State University
The Prevalence of Folklore in Contemporary Traditions of Shankan Udmurts, Pavel Kutergin, University of Tartu
Intercultural training as a way to break intercultural barriers, Anna Nikitina, Pskov State University

14.20 BREAK

14.30 PARALLEL SECTION 3
Psychology and Pedagogy
Chair: Merit Rickberg, room 322a
Teaching Monologue in English Lessons, Valeria Konygina, Pskov State University
Dramatization as a Tool of Developing Intercultural Communicative Competence, Tatiana Riadova, Pskov State University
Russian corpora as a special tool for language arts, Svetlana Puzhaeva, National Research University Higher School of Economics
Multiple intelligence activities in CLIL lessons of maths at secondary school: student’s involvement and learning outcomes, Ljubov Kail, University of Tartu Narva College

14.30 PARALLEL SECTION 4
Russian Language and Culture (in RUS)
Chair: Evgeniy Ivannikov, room 322b
Errors in verbal adverb phrases usage in written and oral speech, Svetlana Puzhaeva, National Research University Higher School of Economics
Astonishment or Offense: How We Use Some Response Constructions in Russian Spoken Language, Daria Shershneva, St Petersburg State University
Intercultural communication in G.Gorin's screenplay "Formula of Love", Natalia Bogdanova, Herzen State Pedagogical University
"Слушай" and "смотри" as contact verbs in russian spoken language, Elena Maslova, St Petersburg State University

14.30 PARALLEL SECTION 5
Public Sector
Chair: Evgeniia Kutergina, room 323
Comparative analysis of news in Estonian and Russian language in Delfi online portal in the context of audience preferences, Jevgenia Parv, University of Tartu Narva College
E-democracy as a tool for the development of information society, Elena Prytkova, Russian Customs Academy
E-democracy and participation in Russia: case of Stavropol region, Liubov Zagorulko, Moscow State Institute of International Relations

18.00 DINNER AND SOCIALISING @ RO-RO ARTCLUB
We meet in front of the hotel and walk together.
10.15 PLENARY SESSION 2
Chair: Kameron Bryant, room 100
Ethnic Space of Jõhvi Through the Eyes of Women: Language, Use of Space, Mutual Relations, Laura Jamsja, University of Tartu
Visual journalism instruments for creation of images of the future city in Russian local newspapers, Ekaterina Tikhonova, University of Tartu
The Effects of Soviet and Post-Soviet Policy on Seto Cultural Identity, Jason Mario Dydynski, University of Tartu
Exchanging gifts on the 8th of March as a mechanism of reproducing gender stereotypes in Russian culture, Aleksandra Babenko, St Petersburg State University

12.00 LUNCH AT THE COLLEGE CAFETERIA

13.00 PARALLEL SECTION 6
Public Sector and Entrepreneurship
Chair: Inga Jaagus, room 303
Social entrepreneurship - a trend or a solution of social problems, Angelina Vastõne, Pskov State University
The development strategy of medical centers in Russia, Oksana Guzeva, St Petersburg State University of Economics
Innovations in the Public Sector, Tamta Tchkrikishvili, Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
Skills of Master of Public Administration graduates in Russia versus needs of government officials, Evgeniia Kutergina, National Research University Higher School of Economics

13.00 PARALLEL SECTION 7
Philology and Culture
Chair: Ekaterina Nuzhnaya, room 308
Peculiarities of Proper Names Translation in the series of novels "A Song of Ice and Fire" by George R.R. Martin, Tatiana Zadoya, Pskov State University
Semantic change of the lexical units in the concept INSANITY, Victoriya Pototskaya, Psov State University
Concept “ARTIST” in English and Russian Linguacultures, Elena Iudina, Moscow Regional State University
Lexico-semantic group “street”/“уллица”: a comparative analyses, Galina Okulova, MIM Link

14.20 BREAK

14.30 PARALLEL SECTION 8
Youth
Chair: Ljubov Kail, room 303
Academic Mobility. Pedagogical Cooperation Between Pskov State University and Baltic Universities, Farrukh Ergashev, Pskov State University
What regulates human behavior: religion, guilt, shame, conscience?, Viktoria Shevchenko, Pskov State University
College tour, starts at 15.15 at the college lobby.

14.30 PARALLEL SECTION 9
Russian Language and Culture (in RUS)
Chair: Natalia Bogdanova, room 308
The issue of the equivalence of various polysemantic words (based on a Russian word “кисть” and its English equivalents), Ekaterina Nuzhnaya, Moscow Region State University
The creative history of the story of the dog Sonya: from animation to literature and book illustration, Svetlana Rezvaya, University of Tartu Narva College
Metatext in Internet-jargon, Evgeniy Ivannikov, Herzen State Pedagogical University
БАБРИЛОВО: about one colloquial word-building pattern, Tatiana Verkhovtceva, St Petersburg State University

16.00 CLOSING OF THE CONFERENCE AND THE RECEPTION, room 100

Day 3: Saturday, April 23

10:00 CULTURAL PROGRAMME IN NARVA
The programme starts at the Narva College and includes excursion to Narva old town, Victoria bastion casemats and Kreenholm Manufacture. The programme also includes lunch at college cafeteria and ends at 15.00.